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Holy guacamole! Meet the #1Â New York TimesÂ bestselling Skippyjon Jones! Skippyjon Jones is

no ordinary kitten. Oh, no. . . .He's actually El Skippito, a great sword-fighter ready to battle banditos

the world over! With a little imagination and a whole lot of fun, this frisky cat dons a mask and cape

and takes on a bad bumble-beeto to save the day. And along the way, he'll be sure to steal young

reader's hearts, yes indeed-o!My name is Skippito Friskito.Â I fear not a single bandito.Â My

manners are mellow,Â I'm sweet like the Jell-O,Â I get the job done, yes indeed-o.Â *"Both feline

hero and story are full of beans (more Mexican-jumping than pinto) but ay caramba, mucho

fun."â€”Kirkus Reviews, starred review"Buoyant and colorful cartoon illustrations match the

exuberant text perfectly."â€”School Library Journal
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I am normally a huge fan of Skippyjon Jones and loved the other books in the series we've read, so

I hate to say anything negative. I bought this book for my 4 yr old twins and while the same adorable

Skippyjon Jones is still so entertaining and funny, I was a little uncomfortable with some of the

subject matter. First of all, Skippy "steals" dogbones that belong to the bully neighborhood dog,

Darwin. I wasn't too keen on that, but I guess it presents an opportunity to talk to your children about



the fact that stealing is wrong. Then, after Skippyjon comes out of his hilarious fantasy, Darwin is

banging on Skippyjon's door, the bones come tumbling out and, "The next thing he knew, the kitty

boy was waking up on the couch." Turns out he doesn't remember what happened, but apparently

got worked over by Darwin. The picture shows Skippyjon on a chair with a bandage on his head and

an icebag. His mom is competely nonchalant about the whole thing and seems to have no idea?!?

he was beat up. When he asks what happened, she "proudly" tells him he decided to return the

bones - all of them. Finally, he is back in his room at night and pulls out his stuffed animal with some

little bones he somehow managed to hide and sings, "Oh I'm Skippyjonjones, And I'm not a dog

fighter, But I still have some bones 'Cuz I'm the decider." What does that mean?!? A wee bit of

control-freak behavior going on here and I guess he got away with the stealing after all. A little

disappointing and not the best message.I know Skippyjon is a little stinker at times, but it was

depicted in a much more innocent fashion in the previous books we've read.
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